HOW TO INSTALL MC80120(SI)
This stainless-steel plated push to open magnetic catch
has an ultra slim design and allows for a simple and secure
closure for cupboard and wardrobe doors. What’s more,
the push to open operation prevents the need for handles
on doors, providing a sleek and stylish finish to cupboards
all around the home. Catch is provided with screw plate for
fixing to the door. Screws for magnetic catch sold separately.

Your Catch includes;
•
•

Magnetic catch
Striking Plate

Easy to install

Premium design

Secure hold
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Step 1
Unclip the bottom fixing plate from the magnetic catch. The fixing plate is designed with four screw holes for
choice of fixing.
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Step 2
Select your desired position on the cupboard frame where you would like the catch to be installed. We advise placing this in the corner of the cupboard, either on the side or bottom of the frame where you are most likely to push
open the cupboard door from (if using without handles).
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Step 3
Once you have marked your desired position on the cupboard frame, place the bottom fixing plate in position and
screw into place (screws sold separately). We advise leaving a 2mm gap between the end of the fixing plate and
the edge of the frame to ensure the door sits flush to the frame once closed.
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Step 4
Once the fixing plate is installed, simply clip the catch on top. The catch is designed with an adjustable tip which
can be easily turned and adjusted to ensure the door sits flush to the frame once closed.
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Step 5
Once the catch is in position, simply line up the screw plate and screw into position.
Once installed, the magnetic push catch will allow you to easily push to open cupboard/ wardrobe doors with
ease, and the secure magnetic face will allow you to securely close.
If you require any further assistance or advice on our range of magnetic catches, please call out experts on
0845 519 4701 or email sales@magnetexpert.com
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